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Hyojeong Nam <gennam89@gmail.com>

Your chat transcript with www.betvictor.com (02 Jan 2021, 08:03 AM GMT) 

Chat Transcript <noreply@zopim.com> 2 January 2021 at 21:30
To: gennam89@gmail.com

Chat Transcript with Hyo Jeong Nam

Chat started on 02 Jan 2021, 08:03 AM (GMT+0)
(08:03:38) *** Hyo Jeong Nam joined the chat ***
(08:03:39) Hyo Jeong Nam: 450 lost funds
(08:03:41) Automatic message: Deposit limits can help you manage your

gambling, for more information please go to our Safer Gambling page
in our Help Centre

(08:03:42) *** Edith joined the chat ***
(08:03:46) Edith: Good Morning, you're speaking with Edith how can I help you

today?
(08:04:08) Hyo Jeong Nam: Hi I have enquired numerous times about the lost

funds
(08:04:35) Hyo Jeong Nam: I requested a withdrawal through debit card

withdrawal on 22 november
(08:04:47) Hyo Jeong Nam: Of 450 eur
(08:06:06) Edith: I will locate your transaction now
(08:06:32) Hyo Jeong Nam: I have contacted my bank and they said the funds

have been bounced back
(08:07:33) Edith: I can see that your withdrawal was processed succesfully on

the 21st of 11/2020 FOR 450 to a card ending in ***2589
(08:07:50) Edith: Have you been provided with a transaction ID please? to

locate your funds through the bank?
(08:07:59) Hyo Jeong Nam: Yes I have
(08:08:20) Edith: This is the way to track your funds
(08:08:21) Hyo Jeong Nam: The bank said the funds have bounced back
(08:08:39) Hyo Jeong Nam: They said it should have arrived on your side
(08:10:52) Edith: If they bounced back , then we dont have them as we sepak ,

they will show in your account balance
(08:11:29) Hyo Jeong Nam: Then how do I proceed from here?
(08:12:09) Hyo Jeong Nam: Do I request a formal complaint to the gambling

committee? My bank said they have sent it back
(08:13:02) Edith: Your bank should have given you a time frame that the funds

can take to arrive back
(08:13:44) Hyo Jeong Nam: They said up to 10 working days on early

December which has clearly been past
(08:14:23) Edith: One moment I will ask our payments team an advise on what

shall we do here
(08:14:30) Edith: Please give me couple of minutes
(08:21:15) Edith: I have requested the above to our relevant team, and I can

see past conversations about your funds .
(08:21:31) Edith: Please await for a response, if you wish I can also email you
(08:21:40) Hyo Jeong Nam: I will wait
(08:28:13) Edith: Hyo, this can take a little longer , please re join the chat , ask

for myself Edith in about 30 minutes , Out chat ticket number is
ticket#461679

(08:28:34) Hyo Jeong Nam: Ok thank you
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(08:28:47) Edith: You are welcome, speak to you soon , spologises for the delay
(08:28:52) Edith: Happy new year to you
(08:29:02) Hyo Jeong Nam: Happy new year to you too
(08:29:17) Edith: Thank you 
(08:29:19) *** Chat Rating request has been sent. ***
(08:29:22) *** Edith left the chat ***
(08:30:44) *** Hyo Jeong Nam left the chat ***
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EMAIL gennam89@gmail.com
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